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The SPS System Definition Study was initiated in 3rmt of 1978. Phast I of this effort was 
completed in December of 1978 and was rcQorted h scvcn volumes (Boeing document 
. number 0180-25037-1 through -7). Phase Il of this study was completed in December of 
1979 and was completed in five vd*= (Boeing document n u m k  0180-25461-1 through 
-5). The Phase N of this st* was initiated in h m a q  of 1980 and is concluded with this 
set of study results pblished in five volumes ( k i n g  document number D180-25969-1 
through -5): 
VoIume 1 - Executive Summary (Summarizes all 3 phases of the study) 
V d u n e  2 - F d  Briefing 
Volune 3 - Laser SPS A d y s i s  
Vdume 4 - %id State SPS Analysis 
Volume 5 - Space Transportation Analysis 
These studies are a part of an overall SPS evaluation effort sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). 
This series of contractual studies were perform4 by the Large Space System Group of 
the k i n g  Aerospace Company (Gordon W o o d c o c k ,  Study Manager). The study was 
managed by the Lyndon 0. Johnson Space Center. The Contracting Officer is David 
h e .  Ihe Contracting Officer's Representative and the study technical manager is Tony 
Redding. 
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M E R  SATEUJTE 
SY!mEMs DEFmmoN STUDY 
WU=UTlV€ SUYMARY 
This document is the ewccutive summary report on the Solar Power Satellite System 
Dtfinition Study, conducted by Boeing, General Electric, Crurnman, Arthur 0. Little, 
TRW, &own and Root, and Math Sciences Northwest for NASA-JSC :urder contract NAS9- 
15636. This study activity was a part of the joint SPS evaluation initiated in 1977 by the 
U.S. Department of Energy and NASA, and completed in 1980. 
The present study. follows an  earlier SPS definition study conducted under -c tltract NAS9- 
151% in 1977 and 1978. That study, in turn, stemmed from still earlier efforts. This 
report begins with a brief review of prior wMk to place current results in context. 
In 1972, a study of SPS technical feasibility was carried out by a contractor team 
comprised of Arthur D. Little, Cmmman, Gytheon, and Spectrolab, funded by NASA 
through the Lewis Research Center. The study found no feasibility barrim and developed 
a design concept that included a siiicon solar array and a power transmitter using 
amplition microwave amplifiers. 
k i n g  began investigating the SPS concept in 1972. Our early studies reached three 
relevar.: conclusions: 
I )  Thermal cycle conversion offers an alternative to  photovoltaic conversion. 
2) Space transportation costs per kilogram of payload could come down to  about 1/10 t o  
115 of the 1972 forecasts of shuttle costs if an SPS-capable transportation system 
could be developed. 
3) The use of electric propulsion for orbit transfer could have significant cost 
advantages. 
Additional studies and experiments, most of them funded by NASA over the period 1973 to 
1975, established the feasibility of efficient energy transfer at microwave frequencies. In 
1975 a demonstration conducted at JPL transmitted more than 30 kilowatts over  a 
distance greater  than a mile with a reception and conversion efficiency of 82 percent. 
In t h e  1975 t o  1977 t ime period, NASA conducted a technical assessment of SPS and began 
inhouse studies at the Johnson and Marshall Space Centers, The Department of Energy 
condwted  i t s  own assessment; SPS was discussed in congressional hearings. These 
sctivit ies led to development of the  SPS Development and Evaluation Program Plan 
jointly sponsored by DOE and NASA, The principai milestones in this plan are: 
Reference System Definition Report, October 1978 (Conplete) 
Preliminary Program Recommendations, May 1979 (Complete) 
Updated Program Recommendations, January 1980 (Complete) 
Final Program Recommendations, June 1980 (In Work) 
As a part of this activity, solar power satell i te system definition studies were conducted 
in order to support the  milestones of this evaluation plan. These were to increase by 
roughly an order of magnitude the  degree of depth of design and cost definition for  SPS 
systems. Initial studies were performed by Boeing and General Electric for through t h e  
Johnson Space Center; and by Rockwell for the  Marshall Space Flight Center. These 
studies t egan  in 1977 and were completed in 1978. They created reference system designs 
including t h e  solar power satellites, ground receiving stations, space transportation 
systems, space construction systems and other support systems. 
Principal results of the  Boeing/GE study were: 
1) Silicon was recommended as reference, gallium arsenide as alternate: Silicon was 
seen as lowest risk, and cost differences were within the uncertainty band; 
2) Rankine was recommended over Brayton: Thermal cycles presented construction and 
transportation problems when examined in detail; thermal cycles, however, provide a 
hedge against potential photovoltaics cost  problems; 
3) The klystroc reference power transmitter design was deve1o;led: Detailed error 
analysis confirmed potential fo r  efficient power transfer; 
4) A winged heavy-life launch vehicle (HLLV) was selected over the  ballistic option: 
The transportation cost for ei ther was est imated as $'))/Kg t o  LEO; t h e  winged 
option appeared to present less operational risk. 
5) Electric self-power orbit transfer (tnodules of SPS's using their solar ar ray output t o  
drive e lect r ic  thrusters) was selected over L O ~ / L H ~  orbit transfer vehicles (OTV'S) on 
the basis of lower cost. 
6) An end-to-end space construction approach and facility concept was developed: 
Construction simplicity was a factor  in selecting tk SPS configurations. 
7) initial analyses of SPS maintenawe and power grid compatibility were conducted: 
Maintenance throughout rhe  year was selected as more economic than concentrating 
on equinox periods. 
During the  summer of 1978, following the study just discussed (and the  companion study 
by Rockwell International for t h e  Marshall Space Flight Center), NASA developed a 
referefice system description to meet  the  October 1978 program milestone. Principal 
features of the reference system are as follows: 5,000 megawatt SPS, one transmitter- 
silicon and gallium arsenide solar cell options; klystron transmitter-magnetron and solid 
state recognized as potential options; CEO construction with independent electric OTV; 
two-stage vertical take- off, horizontal landing rocket HLLV. These decisions were made 
in parallel with the beginning of the  current b e i n g  study for NASA Johnson Space 
Center. As these decisions occurred, the  present study adopted them. Alternatives were 
also examined, including solid-state and laser power transmission and HLLV options aimed 
at reducing nonrecurring cost. 
Study Team 
The present study was initiated in July of 1978, under JSC technical direction. The JSC 
technical manager was H. Benson. The study team includes Roeing as prime contractor 
and Arthur D. Little, Brown & Root, General Electric, Grumman, Math Sciences 
Northwest, and TRW as subcontractors. The study team leaders for each contractor a r e  
named in Figure 1. 
Fiwm 1 - Study Contract Team Organization 
TABLE I 
Ctitigr nd 
Update Ref- 
%- 
PlWUPAL STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSlONS 
6lbcontract# amtrikitions ale noted) 
I Developed in-depth critique No fundamental flaws but several 
of baseline design deficiencies that  should 
be corrected 
I Corrected design clef iciencies No significant change in mass, 
cost, o r  efficiency 
1 Evaluated e lec t r ic  orbi t  Cost & risk differences not 
transfer vehicle in comparison decisive; adcpted DOE/NASA 
with self-power reference (EOTV) 
I11 Analyzed sensitivity of o EOTV is viable 
Electric OTV to annealing o If annealing is not developed, 
assumptions and thermal additional array shielding 
e f f ec t s  in low Earth orbi t  (thicker covers and substrate) 
should be used. 
o Hydrogen h1PD is potentially 
a t t rac t ive  backup to argon 
ion; more MPD research needed. 
I1 Updated reference design o No significant change in mass 
with mass & cos t  est imates o r  cos t  
at WBS Level 5/6 o Information management 
and control needs a hierarchical 
computer  network with internal 
diagnostics and f a d  t 
correction 
Examin II/III Defined solid-state SPS 
Al#matives to option 
Ref- System 
o Antenna-mounted approach 
is viable 
o Solid state transmitter 
i s  thermally limited to  2500 
megawatts delivered. 
o At 2.5 Cw delivered the  solid 
state SPS is approximately 
20% more costly per unit power 
than the klystron reference 
system. 
power a s  the Klystron system 
o Developed transmitter module 
concept compatible with 
8 kV power distribution 
o Potential technical advances 
make solid s t a r e  sufficiently 
a t t rac t ive  t o  meri t  further 
analysis & research 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Task 
PR INCIPN STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(.Subcontractor mtrikrtions are noted) 
Phase Accomplishment Conclusion 
111 Analyzed laser power o Laser options can  t ransmit  
transmission options small biocks of power, i.e. 
( k i n g ,  Math Sciences NW) 10 to 1000 megawatts  
o Capital  cos t  per K W  is higher 
than microwave systems by 
roughly a fac tor  of 2. 
o Laser systems can't g e t  through 
inclement weather. 
o Free  electron laser is most  
promising a r ea  for research. 
111 Evaluated Shuttle-derived 
SPS Transportation system 
I11 Defined and evaluated a 
smaller Heavy Lift  Launch 
Vehicle (HLLV) 
o Recurring cost  roughly twice 
reference system 
o Principal penalty comes from 
chemical  rather  than e lec t r ic  
orbi t  transfer 
o Non-recurring savings compar- 
able t o  small HLLV 
o Selected an  1 1 XI i mete r  square 
by 14-meter  long payload 
bay with paylmd capability 
of 125 met r ic  tons. Non 
recurring s a v i ~ g s  exceed 
$5 billions compared t o  
reference HLLV 
o Higher recurring costs add 
3% t o  SPS costs  
o Small HLLV recommended 
as SF5 reference 
Construction I Evaluated six construction Selected 4-bay end builder a s  
and Maintenance approach options (Grumrnan) best overaii approach 
I1 Defined construct ion base o Overall approach is sound 
(Crumman) o Constructior, crew of 440 
for  2 SPS/year 
o Construction cosi is about 
10% of SPS cost 
I Developed low cost rectenna o Rectenna costs dominated 
construction design and by materal  costs 
approach (C E) o Rectenna ~ o s t s  reduced; 
$520/K'iVe ( ! 9 7 3  $1 
TABLE I (Continued) 
PRINCIPAL !STUDY ACCOMPUSHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(Subamtractor contrikrtions are noted) 
- 
Task Phsst Accomplishment Conclusion 
Construction I1 Updated & extended maintenance o Maintenance cost is about 
(Continued) analysis (Boeing for  SPS; GE 0.3C/K wh 
for  rectenna) 
111 Analyzed construction o Construction productivity 
requirements and ef fec ts  for  losses associated with 
(a) solid state SPS; (b) laser solid state SPS and small 
SPS (IOPL option); (c) small HLLV a r e  minor 
HLLV (Grumman) o IOPL laser  SPS is a major 
construction productivity 
problem because of concen- 
tration complexity (Does 
not apply to  o ther  
laser options) 
Industrial 
Complex 
1 Identified productior~ 
capacity issues (ADL) 
I1 Scoped industrial complex 
needs (ADL) 
I1 Developed industrial complex 
cost est imates (ADL/Boeing) 
Launch Complex I Evaluated Equatorial Launch 
I/III Defined KSC launch s i te  
requirements 
Major issues are: 
o Photovoltaics 
o Klystrons 
o Composite structural materials 
o Rectennas 
o Problems a r e  t ractable 
o Grotifid transportation 
not a problem 
Costs of the required industrial 
complex a re  affordable in a con- 
t ex t  of affordable SPS e l e c ~ r i c i t y  
o Found no major performance 
advantage 
o Recognized potential need 
t o  eventually move from 
KSC because of t raff ic  level 
o Launch & recovery si te  costs 
of added facilities: 5 Billion 
(reference HLLV) 
o KSC capable of handling SPS 
launch rates  up t o  - lOGw/yr 
Launch & recovery si te  costs  
for  small HLLV: 1.9 Billion 
I1 Developed offshore launch o It's feasible 
complex concept (Brown h Root) o Probably least cost way t o  
develop equatorial launch 
capability 
TABLE i (Continued) 
Task 
operations 
PRINCIPAL STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(Subcontractor contributions are noted) 
Phase Accomplishment Conclusion 
I/U Analyzed depressed HLLV Trajectories t ha t  minimize poten- 
t rajectar ies  environmental corrcerns result 
in less than 10% payload penalty 
I1 Developed integrated opera- o Operations management not 
tions approach and a cost driver 
definition o Communications requiremertts 
can  bs met  without h ~ g h  costs; 
need two relay satel l i tes  
at GEO 
I11 Analyzed integrated opera- o Solid-state comparable t o  
tions for  options reference system - s!ightly 
higher recurring costs  but 
lower maintenance costs  
o Lasers using optical concentra- 
tors  (OPL's) incur severe 
construction cost penalties. 
Other lasers incur modest 
penalties due to small unit 
s ize 
o About half of small HLLV 
cost  penalty arises from opera- 
tions cos t  incurred due t o  
smaller payload s ize  & mass 
capability 
SPS/Crolmd 1 Examined rectenna siting 
Power Network 
Integration I Updated rectenna descrip- 
tion (GE) 
I U,,dated rectennalnetwork 
in .erconnect (CE) 
I1 Updated SPS reliability 
and availabiiity (GE) 
o Adequate siting opportunities 
exist 
o Energy intensive materials 
use can be minimized 
o Rectenna is compatible 
with ei ther  HVAC or HVDC 
Availability = 0.92 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
PRINCIPAL STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(Subcontractor contributions are noted) 
Task P b x  Accomplishment Conclusion 
SPS/Gnwnd I1 Assessed SPS LOLP, unit size, o Unit size not a problem 
(COntinued) control, and reserve margin o SPS cannot contribute 
requirement (GE) to  frequency control unless 
special synthesis techniques 
are developed 
o SPS will not have a major 
impact on reserve margin 
requirements 
Technology I/U Analyzed SPS development 
Advancement 
& Development 
o Identified & characterized 
5-phase program structure 
o 5-phase program facilitates 
risk management 
o Overall non-recurring cost 
is affordable based on projected 
SPS market; wi l l  be repaid 
by taxes from operating units 
Costs & Schedules 1/11 Developed overall non-recurring o Costs relatively insensitive 
and recurring costs & schedules to metholodogy details 
o 18-20 years needed to commer- 
cialize SPS 
Exploratory 1 Tested Laser Annealing of Recovery of about 50% was 
Technology 50-pm solar cells degraded cons~stently demonstrated 
by proton irradiation 
111111 Demonstrated a two-way fiber o Fiber optics phase dist;i- 
optic phase distribution bution i s  feasible and 
link at 980 MHz advantageous 
111111 Demonstrated a 4-way power o Low-loss combining was 
combiner antenna element for demonst rated 
solid -state SPS application. 
111111 Fabricated and tested a 200- o High efficiency dernonstra- 
slot, 10-stick slotted ted as well as can be 
waveguide antenna element determined within 0.4 db 
measure~nent uncertainty 
SPS trrgr: Unit Sin uollrincd by GE: nat a pmbkm in SPS 
time f r a w  
Ba#is not identifW; scaonbty 
w inddcntal rourtrs should k 
in Engineering Verification 
b y - T u r n  Litt  d SPS Matedab Researdl Phmc Emphasis 
Pl~sdt t igh  Voltage lnkndtion 
P*tm tidl 
S ~ f a r  Array Performance. Dcgn&tim. Initial dcgdation mi tnmfing bt 
&kt Annealing omfirm qeneral rpprotch: m& emphasis 
required during research prograin. 
Design thMged b eliminate .dmtifial 
failure nradc 
The study was comprid of eight tasks and was conducted in three phases. The 
a c c o m p l i ~ e n t s  and codusions are summarized in Tabk I. 
3he following discussion follows the outline of the task activities summarized in Table I. 
The study began with a critique - of the 1978 reference design. Tht critique cadudtd eat 
the SPS conapt had no -tal btc)rriml flaws, but identif'd scveal design 
- -  - dtfrc#rrcr The critique was conducted by an independent panel of technical experts. 
Roughly 100 critique items were developed, some of an incidental nature. A number of 
significant items were identified and are summarized in Table 2. Of particular 
importance were concerns regarding materials and power electronics lifetime, and 
plasma-high voltage in:eractionr 
In addition to these items, there were certain critique items of an environmental nature. 
These were previously known and a re  included in DOE environmental assessment research. 
They are outside the scope of the present systems definition study. 
Construction Lomtion and Orbit Transfer 
As a part of the baseline system task, construction location and orbit transfer options 
were reviewed. The three concepts compared were: (I)  LEOISPM: construction of the 
SPS in !ow Earth orbit and use of self -power to  move SPS modules t o  CEO, a s  proposed by 
the earlier BoeingfGE study; (2 )  LEO/SPM/EOTV: the same with use of electric orbit 
transfer vehicles (EOTV's) to return self-power propulsion equipment to  LEO for reuse; (3) 
CEOIEOTV: construction a t  CEO with use of EOTV's for all cargo orbit transfer. Cost 
trends with time for the three orbit transferlconstruction locations options a re  shown in 
Figure 2. 
Although a nonrecurring cost advantage was seen for LEOISPM, the overall trade was too 
close to call; the DOEfNASA baseline (GEOIEOTV) was retained. 

The Phase I analyses of the electric orbit tramfer vdrick assumed the solar array output 
wwid k equivalent to that expected at gcosynctwonous orbit without significant -shtrmal 
radiation effects due to the pnurimitv of the Earth. Orbit transfer propulrion operations 
near the Earth will have rokr array temperahrres as high as 7 0 O ~ .  The result is a 
rducth in outplt from the solar array. 
A seca~I  concern is the start-q time for the electric thrusters. Estimates of the time 
quired to s ta r t  ektr ic  thrur. -rs span a wide range. A reasonable estimate is 10 
minutes. l k c  is also similar to the t ime required to stabilize the solar array temperature 
after from shadow. An orbit transfer simulation was used to predict orbit 
tmmfer perf- with thtrmal and time delay effects inciudtd Simulation results 
arere hccqmrated into an EOTV systems mod4 as a part of performance and required 
electric power calculation algorithms. 
The E O N  mass is calculated from high-level mass estimating factors relating the solar 
array mass, the power processor mass, t h ~ s t e r  mass, and auxiliary propulsion masses to 
required electric power. Cast e s t i m a t i  indudes consideration of investment cost, HLLV 
lift cost, and EOTV amortization and trip time costs. 
Six cases were investigated. The f i m  was the reference EON case with 75 m i c m  cover 
@asses, argon ion thraters with solar array annealing. The second was the same system 
without solar array annealing. Array degradation is so rapid that one may expect no more 
than 3 trips. Increasing cover glass thickness allows substantially more trips (up t o  10). 
Performance with and without thermal effects amd time delays were compared for this 
case. 
The Earth's magnetosphere may be affected by the high-power electric propulsion plumes. 
I t  is not presently known if this is a significant problem, but if it is, mitigation by use of 
hydrogen in place of argon as propellant has been proposed. Arc jet or magnetoplasmady- 
namic (MPD) thrusters would be used rather than ion thrusters. Three MPD cases were 
investigated. 
Figure 3 compares costs of the various systems investigated to chemical orbit transfer 
vehicle system cost, all based on the same HLLV launch cost estimates. In all cases, the 
EOTV exhibits lower recurring cost than the chemical OW system 
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During Phase U, the reference system definition was updated to incorporate correx tion of 
design deficiencies and ir.?proved definition in some of the subsystem areas. As a par t  of 
the system definition update, the level a f  definition was carried to WBS Level 5 on the 
satellite, with details  at Level 6 in most itreas. Figure 4 illustrates a typical definition 
item. ?he mass of each box and cable was estimated and the mass contribution to each 
satellite was estimated fmm the number of each i tem per satellite. 
The updated definition provided a d d i t i d  detail  especially in the following areas: 
o Maintenance provisions 
o Phase distribution and subarray control circuits  
o Information management ar.5 control 
An important change from the earl ier  definition is that the phase control system was 
modified by providing an uplink receiver and phase conjugator for  each klystron rather 
than for each subarray. Two benefits result: 
o Ihe beam efficiency is improved by about I%, with at tendant value of t h e  order of 
$100 million, exceeding the cost of t h e  order of $50 million. (The efficiency chain 
was updated from earlier studies as this small improvement is well within t h e  
uncertainty band.) 
o The grating lobes a r e  reduced in number and intensity, as shown in Figure 5. The 
2 
strongest grating lobes a r e  reduced from roughly 40 microwatts/cm to less than 2 
2 
microwatts/cm . 
A significant set of conclusions was reached regarding information management and 
control: (1) The quantity of da ta  t o  be handled demands a hierarchical computer network 
Figure 4 - Typid System Definition at L e d  5 (WBS 1.1.2.2.5, Subi~fw Cantrd Ciwits) 
0 GAUSSIAN ILLUHINATION FUNCTION 9 . 5 4 ~ ~  TWER 
a ARRAY DIA. 1 IW a SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT, F 2.45 GHZ 
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1WJ44 RF MDULES 
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Figure 5- Large Phased Array Simulation of Grating Lobes: Effect of Subarray Size , , ,. 
with intetnal diagnostic and fault correction capability; (2) The resulting system should 
not pose major technical or  cat problems in the time frame of interest. 
REFERWCE SYSTEM SUMMARY 
The composite drawing of Figure 6 illustrates the main features of the present reference 
design silicon solar cell SPS. The solar array consists of glass encapsulated 50-microm- 
e te r  silicon solar cells suspended in a space frame cubic trusswork of 128 bays, each 667.5 
meters square and 470 meters deep. The array area of 49.6 square kilometers generates 
8766 megawatts of dc electricity at 44 kv. This electric power is conducted by an 
arrangement of ten pairs of busses to the slipring where i t  is transferred t o  the  power 
transmitter. The transmitter converts the electric power t o  6700 megawatts of radiated 
RF power at 2,450 megahertz; a total of 101,552 high-efficiency klystron power 
transponders conjugate and amplify the uplink phase control signal and return i t  t o  Earth 
as a power beam. Each klystron is individually phase-controlled t o  maintain precision 
beam forming and high gain. The SPS solar array is maintained sun-facing by an  electric 
propulsion attitude control system and the transmitter is maintained Earth-facing by a 
combination of turntable drive coarse pointing and control-moment gyro (CMG) fine 
pointing. 
The complete SPS system includes not only the satellite, but also space construction and 
support systems: a base in low Earth orbit (LEO base) for construction of electric orbit 
transfer vehicles (EOTV's) and for service as a space transportation staging and logistics 
base; a base in geosynchronous orbit (CEO base) that constructs the SPS1s and serves as a 
maintenance support base; and the mobile maintenance systems that visit operating SPSS 
to provide periodic maintenance. in addition, space transportation provides crew and 
cargo transportation with four vehicles: Heavy Lift and Personnel Launch Vehicles, and 
Electric (Cargo) and Personnel Orbit Transfer Vehicles. Finally, on Earth there a r e  SPS 
receiving stations and the industrial and transportation infrastructure and integrated 
operations management that support the entire enterprise. The entire system is 
symbolized by Figure 7. 
A further aspect is provided by a timewise slice. The SPS program, beyond t h e  present 
phase of paper-study evaluation supported by a few exploratory technology investigations, 
is projected to include five phases as summarized here: 
Fiwm 6 - SPS Silicon Solar X rray Reference Concept 
n . SF'S M l N T E I U M E  OPS 
. RECTENM 
CONSTRWTI(Y( OPS 
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Figure 7 -- Integrated SPS Program Operations 
o Research-Evaluate and select SPS technologies; resolve technical, environmental 
and soci-ic issuet; 
o Engineering verif icat ion-kmmtrate  cocversion of SPS technologies into practical 
engineering hardware; 
o Demonstration-demonstrate end-to-end operational suitability cf SPS as a wseload 
electric power source; 
o Investment-create the indust riai base to  produce SPS generating capabit y at i;O,OUU 
megawattdyr; 
o Commercial production-install and maintain 300,000 megawatts of SYS generation 
capacity over 30-year period 
The mass and cost results of the reference system update a r e  tabulated in  Tables 3 and 4. 
Table 3 presents mass and recurring cost elements for the satellite. Average SPS 
recurring costs including all WBS elements are  summarized in Table 4. The cost 
estimating method for satellite hardware implicitly indudes amortization of factories and 
equipment, so an appropriate amount has been subtracted here, since tnese investments 
were identified as a discrete non-recurring cost included under the investment phase of 
the program. 
Determination of the cost of an SPS t o  a utility requires specific definition of financial 
and management scenarios. A representative figure may be obtained by adding back the 
implicit amortization and then adding 15% for financial costs such as interest during 
construction; the result is $14.8 billion, just under $3OOO/KWe in 1979 dollars. 
ALTERNATE SYSTEMS 
Solid State  Transmitters 
it was concluded that (I) antenna-moulted solid-state transmitters will work; (2) they 
optimize at 2500 megawatts net ground output; (3) the  solid-state apjxoach is potentially as 
cost-effective as the Klystron approach at Lower power levels and should be included in 
sub6equent SPS research. 
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Table 4 - SPS R~utr ing Cost Summary (1979 Dollan) 
SPS HARDWARE AS COSTEO 4946 
LESS IMPLiClT AMORTIZATJON - 473 
OF INVESTMENT 4473 (&If of 10.5H per annum on  
8924 M for  factories and 
production equipment) 
SPACE TR.4NSPORTATION 3120 Baed o n  SPS mass with growth' 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 961 Includes UJ support people on 
the ground per spao worker a 
GROUND TRANSPORTATION 35 well as cbnstrudion base spares 
RECTENNA 2578 
MISS ION CONTROL 10 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT & 495 Equivalent to 14,000 direct people 
INTEGRATION 
COST ALLOWANCE FOR MASS ?#I 17% of net SPS hardware cost 
GROWTH 
- 
TOTAL D l RECT OUTLAY 12,432 
During Phase 1 of t h e  study, parametric analyses of solid state SPSts were  developed, 
indicating possible advantages of the so!id state approach for power outputs in the  1000- 
2500 megawatt range, A power combiner module concept was also developed, w$tll-suited 
for  implementation in an SPS simiiar to the  reference configuration, 
Early in Phase iI t h e  ?arametric analyses were extended to investigate solid-state 
"sandwichN configurations. ("Sandwich" configurations employ solar cells and microwave 
amplifiers in a sandwich back-to-back configuration. Sunlight is concerltrated on t h e  
array by plastic film reflectors. Sandwich configurations a r e  thermally limited t o  low 
powers.) These were  compared with separate-antenna options and found t o  be potentially 
interesting in the low-power (=1500 megawatts) range but offer no unique advantages, if a 
solution to t h e  power supply problem for  separate-antenna options can be developed. The 
sandwich configurations a r e  mechanically complex and pose construction complexity 
issues. 
A solid-state reference configuration was created in Phase 11. Investigation of series- 
parallel connections of the  solid-state amplifiers as regards dc  power supply indicated this 
to be a promising approach. The solid-state configuration, showti in Figure 8, is similar t o  
t h e  reference configuration with t h e  following major differences: 
o The power delivered to the  grid is 2500 megawatts rather than 5000 megawatts. 
o The array size is 8 x 9 bays rather than 8 x 16 bays. 
o The array voltage is 10 KV rather than 44 KV. This array voltage provides - +4.4 KV t o  
2 t h e  transmitter af ter  I R drop in the  power conductors. 
o The transmitter aperture is 1.4 km rather than 1.0 km. 
o The transmitter employs gallium arsenide FET's rather than klystrons. 
A mass estimate for the  solid-state configuration is presented in Table 5. The mass is 
about 60% of the klystron reference system although the  power is only 50%. The lower 
distribution voltage leads t o  high losses (thus proportionately more solar array) and a 
heavier distribution conductor system. The direct  dc system has less mass and cost than 
Figure 8-2.5 G W Solid State SPS Configuration 
Table 5 - Solid State SPS Mass and Cost Summary 
y u a m  MASS IMT) 
1.1 SPS 30,301 
-
1.1.1 ENERGY CONVERSION !m 
L L L 1 STRUCTURE 2,333 
L L 1 2  CONCENTRATORS (0) 
L 1. L 3 SOLAR BLANKnS  12,027 
1.11.4 POWERDISTRIB. 2,250 
L 1. L 5 THERMAL CONTROL (0) 
l. 1.1 6 h\A INTENANCE 427 
1.12 POLVER TRANSMISS IOPi 
1.1.2.1 STRUCTURE 460 
L 12.2 TRANSMIlTER 6,673.0 
SUBARRAYS 
l. 1.2.3 POWER DISTR. & COND. 631.0 
1.1.2.4 PHASE DISTR. 25 
l. 1.2.5 MAINTENANCE 20 
L L 2.6 ANTENNA MECH. POINTING 118 
L 1.3 l NFO hZGhtT & CONTROL 145 
L L 4 A T .  CONT. & STA. KP. 1 3  
L 1.5 COtdhlUN I CATIONS - 0.2 
L L 6 INTERFACE 113 
L L 7 GROWTH & CONTINGY. 5.4z 
ESTIMATING BASIS  (COST ($MI 
3,890 
-
Detailed Estimate 
Not Required 
Scaled f r om  Reference 
Detailed Estimate 
Aliocated to Subsystems 
Scaled f rom Reference 
Scaled f r om  Reference 
Detailed Estimate 
Scaled f r om  1.1.14 
Scaled f r om  Reference 
Docking Ports On l y  
Scaled by Mass x Area 
Scaled f rom Ref. 
Scaled From Ref 
Same as Ref. 
EsL Based o n  Slmpl i f lcat ion 
Same % as Reference 
high-voltage systems because t h e  la t ter  require power processors and their associated 
thermal control. 
A recurring cost es t imate  for the  solid-sta..ct configuration is presented in Table 6. The 
cost per kilowatt is about 25% greater  than for  t h e  reference system. As with mass, this 
arises mainly because of the  low distribution voltage. 
The cost  trend chart, shown in Figure 9, was developed early in Phase I1 t o  compare solid- 
s t a t e  "sandwich" configurations t o  the  I;lystron reference systems. The antenna-mounted 
solid-state system is also spotted on the  chart. I t  falls on t h e  trend line. (Note tha t  this 
char t  uses 1977 dollars whereas other results in this report a r e  in 1979 dollars.) 
Laser Power Transmission 
The laser power transmission study originally was intended t o  perform a quick ,creening 
of various laser option a ~ d  then t o  select  a reference system for additional defifiition. As 
the  laser options were investigated, however, i t  became evident that  this was not 
practical. Although a number of laser options a r e  unsuitable for SPS application, several 
are, as summarized in Table 7. Those laser options showing the  most promise were the 
le.ast defined. Accordingly, i t  was necessary t o  invest substantial analytical ef for t  in 
several promising laser options t o  compare their 9otential payoffs. a s  well a s  the relative 
uncertainty in their technology. 
C . - Blectric discharge lasers a r e  the  ones about which the  most is known. Lasers of this 
- 
- nave been built and operared over a range of power levels. Both CO and C02 lasers 
were investigated. The CO lasers offers the highest efficiency of convers;on of electrir 
discharge power t o  laser light (approaching 50%), but have higher system losses, a s  well as 
less transmission efficiency because of water absorption of the  CO lines in the  Eartb's 
atmosphere. The C02 laser offers as  advantages those problems that  a r e  disadvantages t o  
the  CO laser. By selecting an  isotope C 0 2  laser, relatively good trans!-:~ssion efficiency 
can be expected on clear days or nights. The C02 gas in the  lasing cavity can be operated 
at  roughly room temperature rather than 60. -80 '~  for the  CO laser and, therefore, system 
losses due t o  refrigerating the  lasant a r e  much less. 
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Figure 9 - SPS Cost Trends 

A comparative Jtudy conduded t h a t  the supwsonic f h  laser is the Less massive than one 
using a conventional refrig-+-ion cyck. Accordingly, ?he supersonic flow configuration 
was adapted. 
The gas electric discharge hsers were estimated to be nearly ten t imes  as m a s i v e  as the 
reference microwave system. 
It is possible to pump eit%er a CO or a C02 laser directly with Initial 
experiments have shown promising gain. This leads to t h e  concept of the optically 
pumped laser wing stlnliht directly without conversion to electricity. A systems 
schematic and amfiguration concept are shown in Figure LO. The solar concentrator 
dwarfs the rest of t h e  system. This laser option suffers from the same inefficiency and 
m a s i v e  radiators as the elect r ic  discharge lasers. The solar coliectw, however, is very 
Light; t h e  total mass is less than that of the  electric- discharge gas lasers. 
The optically pumped hser is complex to construct. This arises from the complexity of 
the  configuration itself, especially the concentrator. Construction analysis by Grumman 
showed a constructior! productivity only about 1/50 (megawarts per crewperson-year) of 
tha t  for t h e  microwave SPS. 
The f ree  electron laser extracts  coherent light from a high energy electron beam. This is 
somewhat malogous to the extraction of RF energy from an electron beam by t h e  
Klystron micrcwave amplifier. The efficiency limitations associated with g a s  lasers a r e  
avoided; it is possible tha t  conversion of electron beam power to laser light may be 
efficient. Two possiblities exist  for a highly efficient f r e e  electron laser: (1) I t  may 
prove feasible t o  design a wiggler magnet* which   as high gain as well as efficient  
extraction of light energy from t h e  electron beam. (2)  A circulating beam might allow a 
high-gain, low extraction wiggler magnet t o  extract  most of t h e  electron energy by 
causing the electrons to make many passes through the  magnet. In ei ther case, t h e  f r e e  
electron L s e r  SPS is a solar array driving an  electron beam accelerator which in turn 
drives the la.ser to produce light, A conceptuai FEL EPS configuration is illustrated in 
Figure 1 1. 
* This is the  device tha t  converts electron beam energy to optical energy. 
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The SPS Systems Definition Studies initially selected a large ballistic sea-landing HLLV. 
A subdepmrt tradeoff kd to a performance of a two-stage winged HLLV. Both the 
flyback booster and the orbiter are to return to the launch site for reuse. This reference 
v e h i i  has an estimated gross payload of 420 to- and a gnrss liftoff mass of nearly 
11,000 tomes. Its payload bay is 17 mmeters in diameter by 23 meters length. 
The estimated cmts d development end acquisition of fleet Md facilities for m* vehicle 
is the largest sirrgk item in the estimated reconcurring cost of the SPS program. Further, 
the vehick is so large that alternative uses are not presently foreseem For these reasons, 
Phase HI of the present study investigated alternatives to the reference HLLV. One was a 
means of using Shuttle hardware (with a new booster) for SPS transportation, orbit-to- 
orbit as well as h u h  The other was a smaller HLLV much like the  reference HLLV in 
design concept. In this latter case, other elements of the SPS reference system were t o  
be altered only as dictated by the smaller payload bay and lift capability. 
The concept of the shuttle-derived system centered around use of a large booster to 
increase the gross injected mass of the orbiter, external tank, and payload, thus increasing 
payload substantially. On cargo flights, a modified ET would be used, one with a payload 
bay in the nose. Additional cargo could be carried in the orbiter payload bay. Some of 
these cargo ET% would dso be fitted for orbit-to-orbit operations. Additional modifi- 
cations include head-to-tail docking and propellant delivery fixtures and better propellant 
thermal insulation t o  allow up t o  two weeks of orbital operations. The oribit-to-orbit 
configuration consists of several ET's docked together head-to-tail. An orbiter joined to 
the tail-end ET would provide propulsion, flight control and personnel accommodations. 
After delivering persome1 and cargo to CEO, the oribter with one ET would return 
propulsively to  Earth orbit. 
The orbit-to-orbit assembly would be tanked by propellant delivery shuttle flights from 
Earth. Without payload, these flights would arrive at low Earth orbit with about as much 
residual propellant as the payload lift capability. Most of this propellant would be 
transferable to  the orbit-to-o:bit assembly. The ET's would be fitted with suitable 
docking and propellant transfer equipment. 
Analysis of this concept ttached sweral conclusions: 
I) Because of the fixed coat per flight for ETs and orbiter operations, the system 
optimizes for recurring costs with large boosters and payload per launch in the 
250-300 tonne range. The booster size approacres that for the large reference 
HLLV. 
2) The recurring cost per SPS is estimated as roughly twice that of the reference 
transportation system. A parametric cost estimate considering variations in booster 
size a d  numbers of El% per orbit transfer flight is shown in Figure 12. A large part 
of this hi* cast &rives from the comparatively inefficient chemical orbit-to-orbit 
system. Compared to the reference electric OTV cargo system, nearly twice as much 
mass must be delivered to low Earth orbit. 
3) The d e v e l ~ t  and other nonrecurring costs are less than for the reference HLLV 
but comparable to  those for the small HLLV. Although development needs are less 
than for the  small HLLV system (the shuttle derived system also replaces t h e  EOTV 
and personnel orbit-to-orbit systems, these elements must be included in the cost 
trade), the greater flight rate increases fleet and facility acquisition costs. 
A second approach t o  reduction of SPS nonrecurring costs is the selection of a smaller 
HLLV. Size selection for the HLLV must evaluate two primary factors: (1) variation in 
performance, e.g., paybad-to-liftoff mass ratio, with size, and (2) effects in other 
elements of the SPS program deriving from the smaller payload bay volume and lift 
capability. 
Investigation of SPS hardware packaging requirements led to  selection of a payload bay 
volume of I I meters square by 14 meters in length. This is sufficient to  accommodate 
transmitter subarrays fully assembled, but requires redesign of solar array attachment. 
The electrical slip ring assembly, the personnel orbit transfer vehicle, and space base 
crew habitats. The stated redesigns were required to  achieve any meaningful reduction in 
payload bay volume. Subarray final assembly on orbit was considered to  be an undesirable 
added space construction workload. 
Parametric investigations indicated a payload lift capability of 120 tonnes to be 
appropriate, and indicated this to be achievable with 4000 tonnes liftoff mass. More lift  
capability could not be used effectively because of SPS hardware packaged volumes; less 
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resu!ced in rapid degradation of performance as shown in Figure 13. The resulting vehicle 
is compared in size t o  the  shuttle, the  Saturn V and the  SPS reference HLLV in Figure 14. 
Performance and mass properties analyses indicated a gross l if t  capab~l i ty  of 125 tonnes. 
Cost analyses estimated t h a t  the smaller vehicle would result in a three  percent increase 
in total recurring cost per SPS and save at least  five billion dollars in nonrecurring cost. 
Rewi t s  a r e  summarized in Table 8. Additional benefits were seen in reduced sonic 
overpressure and launch noise as well as in facilities costs. 
The nonrecurring financial risk reduction is considerably greater  than the  five billion 
dollars noted. The savings during development a r e  greater  than this but a r e  partially 
offset  by higher investment costs for  t h e  f l ee t  and for  t h e  construction bases. Further, 
the  small HLLV is of a n  appropriate size and capability for  a l ternate  mission uses a f t e r  
1990; its development does not appear t o  be an  SPS-unique requirement. 
For the reasons stated, it is recommended that the small HLLV be  adopted as the SPS 
ref- HLLV for future std ies  
Space Constructin 
During Phase I, Grumman and k i n g  jointly examined a number of construction 
approaches, t h e  most important illustrated in Figure 15. The four-bay end-builder was 
se4ecbed as a result of this tradeoff, based on its productivity potential. 
During Phase 11, Grumman conducted a definition effor t  on t h e  geosynchronous orbit 
(main) construction base. The results provide a thorough understanding of SPS construction 
and an adequate basis for space worker health and safe ty  assessments. Additional 
definition of the  LEO (staging and electric orbit transfer vehicle construction) base was 
provided by Boeing. An example of CEO base definition is shown in Figure 16, an  
illustration of the  final stages of yoke/rotary joint construction. 
In t h e  first  view, the  yoke is shown complete positioned ready t o  receive the  antenna. 
The construction facility is positioned t o  the  left  t o  complete fabrication of the  remaining 
yoke sections. 
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In the second view of Figure 16, the  antenna and yoke have been mated and t h e  yoke, 
s u p p r t e d  entirely by t h e  indexer supports has been separated from t h e  construction 
facility. The facility is now f ree  to begin fabrication of t h e  rotary joint. 
This definition effort  led t o  an update of space construction base costs, masses, and crew 
complement requirements. These updates a r e  reflected in the system costs presented 
earlier. 
Construction Analyses fo r  Alternative Systems 
During Phase 111, Grumman analyzed the  construction aspects of t h e  alternative systems 
discucsed above. Construction base designs were developed for  the  soiid-state and laser 
SPS options. Necessary modifications t o  t h e  reference construction base t o  adapt t o  the  
st , lal~ HLLV were also defined. The solid-state construction base was very similar in 
general appearance to t h e  reference base. Its antenna construction facility was modified 
t o  better  adapt t o  the larger solid-state antenna. The reCerence system indexes (moves) 
the  antenna past a fixed work area, but it was found tha t  the  size and mass of t h e  antenna 
construction facility for the  larger 1.4 km soiid-state antenna could be reduced by 
indexing both t h e  antenna and the work area. An additic::al change reflects t h e  change in 
antenna attachment from a yoke mount in the  reference case t o  an edge mount in the  
solid-state configuration. This change simplifies array-to-antenna assembly operations 
and should be considered for the  reference SPS. The array assembly facility is l i t t le  
changed from the  reference system. 
The laser configuration investigated was the  indirectly optically-pumped laser. The other 
laser options a r e  similar in general arrangement to the  reference SPS but smaller. 
Extrapolations from prior and concurrent construction studies for other p lmar  configu- 
rations were used t o  develop preliminary estimates of construction requirements for 
these. The IGl L option represents a radical configuration departure from the  reference 
concepts and merited a special analysis t o  assess construction problems. The configu- 
ration wa similar in general arrangement t o  thermal engine SPS's and posed similar 
problems. 
The construction base configuration developed by G r u ~ ~ r n a n  for this laser option is 
illustrated in Figure 17 with the  laser SPS shown attached to  the  base, nearing 
completion. Also summarized in the figure are  the  relative performance indexes for the 
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costs from ear- estimates. A pictorial summary of the construction concept is 
illustrated in Figure 18. The basic support structure is steel-reinforced concrete. This 
support stmture is ernplaced by cons tn~c t ion  equipment employing advanced technology 
location systems to allow precise location of the footings. Support and tectenna panels 
are manufactured at the s i te  in portable factory buildings and moved for installation as 
illustrated, The resulting total rectenna cost, including the rectenrra-power pool interface 
equipment, is $2578 millions in 1979 dollars; this figure is reflected in the costs reported 
in Table 4. 
Concurrently with the  Phase II effort, Boeing developed a concept for  using rectenna 
structures as a basis for large-scale controlied-environment agriculture (i.e. a green- 
house). This appears quite feasible and would ameliorate concerns regarding the land use 
associated with rectenna sites. 
SPS Main- 
Maintenance analyses concluded that maintermme costs wouid be rwghly O,%/kwh and 
that failed hardware should be refurbished at the CEO Base to tfe extent paxicable. 
Analyses of the  maintenance systems established means of maintenance access for all 
system components anc estimated actuai crew counts both for remcve/repIace options and 
for  equipment repair operations at the  geosynchronous base. Additional definition of 
installation specifics was required in order t o  accomplish the  maintenance analysis. 
Illustrated in Figure 19 is a representative access concept for gaining access t o  powzr 
buses and switchgear. The multiple bus power distribution system is a c c ~ s s e d  by a flying 
cherrypicker which is a part of the maintenance sv,tern. 
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Bztstd on these maintenance access concepts, a compkte  operations concept was 
developed. Hardware repair tasks at the CEO base were timefined Md manlaadmi, and 
overall maintenance costs vcrt estimated. 
Tabk 9 summarizes the results of the maintenance analysis and indicates the estimated 
cost of satellite maintenance to be approximately 0.3 cent per kilowatt hour. This cost 
did not include rectema maintenance. Costs of maintenance of space vehicles and bases 
were included in operating costs for those systems. This cost is categorized in utility 
language as "operations and maintenance cost." In w&r t o  develop the maintenance 
estimate, a timedice was taken with 40 SPS% in o r b i t  This maintenance estimate 
assumes that  each SPS is serviced every six months. 
I ~ m  ~ O C T U R E  N EDS 
The ground-based industrial infrastructure required for SPS hardware production was 
scoped by Arthur D. Little. lnvestmeilt cost estimates in Table 10 a r e  rough order-of- 
magnitude, (Most of these investments would be absorbed by the private sector.) 
lhe estimates for solar array production a re  "upper batnd" figures assuming only very 
moderate techno!ogical a?-rance (but extensive automation) compared to today's methods 
The figures in Table 10 exclude space transportation vehicle launch and recovery facilities 
and propellant production facilities, described below, Existing ground transportation 
methods and facilities were fwnd t o  be adequate. 
Propellant production requirements to sustain SPS production at 10,000 megawatts per 
year a r e  summarized in Table 11. Plant capital cost and energy requirements were 
derived frorn a Boeing Commercial Airplane Company study of synthetic fuels for 
commercial aircraft. 
The energy investment in propellants is small. If the electricity requirement is met by 
coal-fired generation, the total coal consumption approximately doubles. Stated another 
way, 25,000 tons/day of coal for one year can generate, if used directly, about 2,000 
megawatt-years of electricity. Used to  produce SPS rccket propellant, the same quantity 
of coal contributes the transportation energy to generate 300,000 megawatt-years of 
electricity. 
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Preliminary definitions of launch and recovery facility requirements were developed in 
Phase 1 for the reference transportation system and in Phase ill fo r  the  small HLLV. A 
major difference is that the reference system requires offshore pads whereas the small 
HLLV does not. Facility general arrangements a r e  compared in Figure 20. Tk result wasan 
cstimaw tow ~ t i e s C # S t o f  5.11 billicm&Uarsforthcref~systemcomQaredto 
1.8 b i b  lWbrr far the gnaU H U V .  This savings was one of the most important 
contributors to reduced nonrecurring cat  for  the  smaller vehicle. 
The launch site location analysis task was motivated by the premise tha t  selection of a 
low-latitude site would offer  significant cost advantages compared to operations from t h e  
Kennedy Space Center, where earth-to-low-orbit space transportation arrives at a 30' 
inclination orbit. With a 30° inclination orbit for staging or construction operations, a 30' 
plane change is required t o  reach a geosynchronous equatorial orbit. It was presumed tha t  
this plane change would incur significant performance penalties relative t o  a zero-degree 
or low-inclination low ear th  orbit. However, with electric propulsion, the performance 
difference is minimal. (It should be recognized tha t  a significant delta V advantage for 
equatorial launch exists for chemical orbit transfer to CEO.! The principal motivation for 
leaving K X  for a remote s i te  will s tem from the  eventuality of SPS operations 
outgrowing KSC. Our est imates to da te  indicate that  KSC can handle approximately 10 
gigawatts per year of SPS construction. 
As a part of Phase 11, Brown & Root developed the  concepts shown in Figure 21 for 
structural support of an offshore launch facility in water depths up to 200 m (650 ft). The 
facility would include launch and recovery facilities, the  la t ter  requiring a 91 x 4572 m 
(300' x 15,000') runway which dominates support structure costs. The facility would be 
located off the  west coast of South America, roughly 325 km north of the  Galapagos 
Islands. At tha t  location, weather and sea s ta tes  a r e  unusually mild (the "doldrums"). 
Since the offshore approach would allow most of the  launch and recovery equipment t o  be 
instilled on ttie support structure sections as they a r e  built in a shipyard (rather than con- 
structed at a remote site), the  savings in equipmen. installatien and checkout and s i te  
Figure 20- Launch Facilities Requirements Compariwn 
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preparation could more than offse t  the cost of offshore structures. The major conclusions 
of the &own bc Root study were as follows: 
o Total imhkd cust estimates were: (1) moored, s e m i ~ 3 , M ) 5 , 0 0 0 , O Q O ;  (2) 
~ $ 3 9 1 7 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  
Launch Trajectories 
DeQressed hunch trajeclmies were famd that will mitigate the environmental corwerrrs 
relating to tht possibility of influences an the upper atmospke fraun hundr operations. 
Figure 22 shows the relationship of t h e  current baseline trajectory to the  key regions of 
the  upper atmosphere. 
Some forecasts of ionosphere depletion due t o  SPS launches have assumed t h e  HLLV 
trajectory would be like t h e  Skylab trajectory shown, which thrusted directly into t h e  
ionosphere F-layer. The reference HLLV trajectory does not en te r  the  F-layer under 
mainstage thrust; only the  circularization and de-orbit burns occur at tha t  altitude. This 
reduces the  concern about ionosphere depletion by about a factor  of f ive  as compared t o  
direct  ascent into the  ionosphere. Concern still exists because of the  potential of 
hydrogen diffusion upward into the  ionosphere. If t h e  trajectory could be suppressed to 
stay below 100 km (328,000 feet), this concern would be greatly alleviated. 
FNre 22 - Reference HL L V Launch Trajectory and Skylab Launch 
An initial depressed trajectory was developed during Phase I of the  study. It is low e n w g h  
to keep the  rocket effluents in t h e  turbulent mixing regions of t h e  atmosphere, reducing 
concerns regarding hydrogen dif fwion. 
During Phase 11, a further concern was expressed tha t  the  trajectory developed during 
Phase I may not be depressed enough. The issue was possible formation of noctilucent 
clouds (due to H20) at about 80 kilometers altitude. I t  was desired t o  find a trajectory 
tha t  would stay below 75 km. 
Injecting the wbi te r  at a slight positive (e.g., 2') path angle has a significant beneficial 
e f fec t  on a highly depressed trajectory: (I) it minimizes post-injection drag losses; (2) it 
suppresses the pre-injection optimal path: (3) it forces an angle of a t t ack  on the  orbiter  
similar to tha t  for  entry so tha t  special thermal protection should not be required. 
The selected 75-km-or-less trajectory is shown in Figure 23. 
Results from 25 ascent trajectory simulations a r e  summarized in Figure 24. It was found 
t h a t  the best trajectories had a peak ascent al t i tude of about 110 kilometers. 
Trajectories could be z lppressed t o  keep the  path below 100 kilometers with a slight 
performance penalty. Suppression to 75 km incurs about a 10% penalty. 
The suppressed trajectories v. -e not fully optimized and no credit was taken for t h e  
reduced booster flyback range. Ultimate penalties will be slightly less than indicated. 
Operational Comparisons 
Overall operations for the  alternative SFS's were characterized. Figures 25 snd 26 
summarize the  operations comparison. Most striking is the  extreme penalty on space 
construction imposed by the  optically-pumped h e r  option. These comparisons were 
drawn for a fixed 10,000 megawatts per year annual installation rate, 
Integrated SPS operatloas were analyzed and plans prepared for each of the  twelve 
operations arenas noted in Figure 27. One of the  main outputs of these analyses was the  
communications requirements matrix shown in Figure 28. (Numbers in the matrix refer t o  
Fi'm 23 - HL L V Suppressed No. 6 
Figure 24 - Launch Trajectory Suppression Results 
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Figure 25- Operations Comparison: Solid State and Reference 
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Figure28 - SPS Communikations Matrix 
comrnunkatio~s requirements fact sheets included in the detailed operations report, 
Volume III.) A dgnifiicant a m d u s h  was reach& opera- mmqpmmt  rill not be r 
sigtifmt contributor to SPS oosts. 
During Phase I, an investigation of rectenna sit% was carried out. The analysis concen 
trated on t h e  th ree  areas shown in Figure 29, and examined site selection using detailed 
maps of the areas. Earn@ siting qqmmdties were fard to mom than satisfy the 
~ ~ o b t h e s t u t i l i t y ~ f o r b a s d o a d p o w e r .  
Some investigators have expressed a viewpeint that SPS receivers caa only be si ted south 
of 3 1 ' ~  latitude. This apparently arises from a c a v e r n  over having the incoming power 
beam nearly parallel to Earth's magnetic field lines. I t  is possible tha t  this padel 
s i t ta t ion could exacerbate ionosphere heating by t h e  beam. if this turns out to be a real 
problem, it can be alleviated by a iongitude offset  between the SPS and its gmnd 
receiver. We have not f m d  reason to restrict reCtcrna siting to a 3 9  btiadt limit- It is 
true, of course, that greater  land area  is required further north, but the  rectenna panel 
area (the main cost contributor) changes little. 
Available SPS power to utility networks was estimated, considering random errors, failure 
modes, scheduled maintenance and eclipse, including shut down and start up times. 
System planned total  outage (down time) is 207.8 hours per year (2.37%). 
The description of t h e  rectenna-to-power grid connection approach shown in Figure 30 
was developed by General Elcctric's Utility Systems Engineering Division. The equipment 
needed t o  interface an SPS to a utility grid is standard utility engineering state-of-the- 
art.  
General Electric's EUSED Division also examined t h e  operational suitability of SPS for 
baseload operations and how SPS would be controlled. They concluded that: (1) the large 
unit s ize  (2500 to 5000 megawarn) is not a probkm for the expected b e 1  of utility 
interconnection and power pod size in the year ZOO0 and beyond (2) SPS can bad-follow if 
a~t-:?h'.U. PAGE P F*nr29- -, - .  
m1x cz'l':' nnstqppnnRegr'ons 
Fi~ure 30 - Grid Gmnectim Appr. tdr 
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This does not appear to be a problem unless SPSS a r e  more than about 20% of a power 
pool's capacity. In situations of high SPS penetration it would be necessary to develop a 
technique for syr thesizing frequency control capability. 
Figure 31 shows the power pool operating structure recommended by GE. 
A se :Aiv i ty  study was conducted on t h e  e f fec t  of SPS's on utility reserve margin 
requirements. Results are shown in Figure 32. The 'hid-termn curve assumes reliability 
of the SPS as estimated in the maintenance task. The other curves represent 
progressively worse reliability. Case 4 includes 30% probability of unplanned outage of 
1500 megawatts and 3% probzbility of unplanried complete outage. Planned outages such 
as eclipse periods do not affect reserve margin requiremen+& 
It was cmchxkd that SPS is not likely to have a major effect on margin 
requitements. 
SPS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
A multi-phase dewlopment approadr was famdated. I t  provides for rcsokrtion of issues 
and control of risk befare major development commitments, and a high degree of pmgram 
flexibility, n e  ent i re  development activity was scheduled and costed. Main attention 
was given to the research phzse; a detailed planning document was issued in July, 1979, 
describing research tasks, schedules, and resource requirements. Figure 33 shows the  
technology den;onstration/selection decision schedule derived from tkat  doc-ument. 
Schedutes for l a te r  phases were merged with the  research schedule, keyed to decision 
milestones, t o  yield an end-to-end schedule. 
Two major flight projects wore identified: an  Engineering Verification Test Article and 
ari SPS Demonstrator. Tie Engineering Verification Test Article concept is shown in 
Figure 34. I t  was based on the  following major requirements: 
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Figure 34 - Engineering Verificarion Test Article Concept 
o Test a solar array similar to that planned for SPS at LEO, intermediate altitudes and 
CEO. 
o Fabricate and test a space structure large enough to  demonstrate controllability and 
dynamic predictability by analysis. 
o Test Power transmission elements at CEO- 
o Test electric propulsion elements 3t LEO, GEO, and intermediate altitudes t o  axer- 
tain plasma and magnetosphere interactions. 
The estimated mass for this test article is 40 metric tons. 
The principal flight project for the demonstration phase is the pilot-plantsized SPS shown 
in Figure 35, It would demonstrate space construction of large structures and power 
transmitter, EOTV operation, and power transmission from CEO t o  Earth. The power 
derived from the rectenna will be 100 to 200 megawatts depending on the rectenna size 
selected for demonstration. 
Cost estimates were made for each element of the program and time-phased to  develop 
the funding projection shown in Figure 36. All elements identified were included, e.g., 
manned OTV, although many of the items may have other applications. 
Items 2 through 6 comprise the engineering verification program, Items 7 through 15 
comprise the demonstration program. Items 16 through 24 represent the investment 
necessary t o  achieve a production rate  of 2 SPS' per year. 
The sum of all program elements costs shown here including 8 1  SPS is 117.4 billions of 
1979 dollars. In the production phase, tht total annual funding will be on the order of 25 
billions per year. 
This figure results from a scenario assumption that  no synergism with other space 
programs exists and that there a re  no opportunities for investment risk sharing with the 
private sector. Preliminary characterizations of scenarios with less severe assumptions 
have projected SPS-unique nonrecurring costs less than $50 billion. 
Figure 35 - SPS Demonsttatitm Confi&mtion 
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Four areas of exploratory technology were investigated as a part  of the  present study: 
(I  ) Solar Cell Degradation and Annealing; 
(2) Fiber Optic Link Assessment; 
(3) Solid-State Transmitter Combiner-Radiator Module; 
(4) Radiating Waveguide Antenna Panel Manufacturing tolerances and Uplink Receive 
Techniques. 
The annealing task was a test program to further explore the  laser annealing of glass- 
encapsulated 5O-micron solar cells. A suitable method of glassing was not found. Ten 
cells were coated with 75 microns of glass by Schott in Germany using electron-beam 
evaporation of the glass. The coatings were of poor quality, e.g., full of bubbles, and 
contained much frozen-in strain. When subjected to annealing temperatures, the  coated 
cells curled up like potato chips and t h e  glass fractured. Attempts at R F  sputtering a t  
Boeing yielded glass deposition ra tes  too low t o  be usable. Ion sputtering was tried on a 
few cells at Ion Tech. Good quality coatings were produced, but the  cells were damaged 
in handling. Some damaged cells wert8 subjected t o  annealing temperatures and did not 
exhibit t h e  mechanical failures of the  Sshott-coated cells. Ion sputtering merits further 
investigation, as does electrostatic bonding of glass microsheet. 
Laser annealing tests were conducted on t en  50-micron cells. Two were control cells tha t  
were not irradiated. These showed no loss in output due t o  exposure t o  the  laser. Two 
cells were b r ~ k e n  in handling. Six cells were successfully tested. All cells tested without 
breakage showed some recovery a s  shown in Figure 37, which compares oven and laser 
results. One cell was subjected t o  two cycles and showed recovery on both cycles. Cells 
that  were moderately degraded appeared to  recover more completely than those more 
severely degraded. Exposure times ranged from two to ten  seconds at 5 0 0 ~ ~ .  There was 
some indication that  longer exposure was beneficial. 
The fiber opt ic  link investigation aemonstrated use of fiber optics at a characterist ic 
reference phase distribution frequency, 980 MHz. Initial tests characterized fibers 
including their  temperature coefficient of phase delay. It was found that  fibers a r e  only 
slightly bet ter  than coaxial cable. Although t h e  coefficient of thermal expansion for  
fibers is very low, the  variation in index of refraction yields a net  temperature coefficient 
much higher than would be expected from consideration of thermal expansion alone. 
Later tests operated one-way and two-way links at 980 MHz and measured signal-to-noise 
rat io and phase matching. The signal-to-noise rat io was much bet ter  thdn required. 
Phase matching was not as g m d  as desired, but results indicated tha t  with recommended 
improvements in txhnique,  adequate phase matching could be achieved. 
The benefits of fiber optics include excellent immunity to onboard RFI of t h e  type tha t  
will be generated by the  power transmitter  as well as reduced mass and a potential for  
reduced cost as compared to a n  RF coaxial cable systcm. 
Tht ' ~ i r d  exploratory technology activity demonstrated power combining of solid-state 
ampl i t~ers  in a combiner-radiator antenna element. Combining was lossless as well as 
could be determined with available measurement precision. The antenna element had 
regular patterns and very small cross-polarization (the la t ter  is a loss term for  SPS power 
transmission). The design incorporates good thermal paths for heat  rejection from t h e  
solid-state amplifiers. The amplifiers used were silicon bipolars and were not integrated 
into the  antenna structure. Solid-state SPS design studies, using this combiner concept, 
developed approaches for integrating GaAs-FET amplifiers and associated circuitry into 
the  antenna element. 
The fourth activity constructed a ten-stick, 200-slot segment of a slotted-waveguide 
antenna element of t h e  type tha t  would be driven by Klystron power amplifiers. 
Considerable effort  was invested in matching the  antenna and i t s  feed guide, including 
mutual coupl~ng effects. The result was an efficient antenna with good patterns and l i t t le  
energy scattered into far  sidelobes. Additional research investigated the  best ways of 
receiving the  uplink pilot s i g n l .  A pilot signal optimization study concluded tha t  the  
receive signal-to-noise rat io problem is dominated by self-jamming by the  downlink and 
tha t  very small receivc apertures a r e  adequate if enough uplink power, filtering, and 
antijam capability a r e  provided t o  get  through the  downlink interference. A small 
"credit-card" receive antenna was built and tested. Results were acceptable, ~ L L  i t  was 
concluded tha t  a cross-polarized dipole might work bet ter  and a test of t h e  la t ter  idea 
was recommended. 
The most important high-level conclusions developed by t h e  present study are: 
I )  The reference systelns definition is an adequate basis for initiating SPS research. 
This is not to say that  research should be conducted only on t h e  reference 
systerns-the research should investigate all promising means of resolving SPS 
technical issues in the  most cost-effective manner. The reference systems da ta  base, 
however, provides an  adequate understanding of SPS technologies from which t o  
initiate an effective research program. 
2 )  Reference desigrr definition carried the  level of design detaii t o  greater depth than 
previous studies. This had l i t t le  ef fect  on projected system mass and cost. The slight 
cost i n c r e ~ s e  was mainly due t o  a bookkeeping change-maintenance provisions 
inst,:lled on the  satellite that  had earlier been charged t o  operations and maintenance 
are now ch rged to  satellite capital cost. 
3) Analyses af various potential problems for t h e  Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle 
indicated that  workarounds exist and the EOTV shou!d be retained as a part  of the  
reference system. 
4 )  The 1nves::igation of a solid-state transmitter for SPS showed the solid-state system 
t o  be an a t t ract ive  option. With expected improvements, i t  may be the most 
at tractive means of providing an SPS in the  2000-2500 megawatt power range. 
5) Retstenna siting studies c o ~ d u c t e d  during the first phase of the  present study showed 
tha t  havir~g an  SPS in this power range would allow siting roughly 60% more to ta l  
capacity. 
6 )  In\festigation of laser options found the  free-electron laser and the optical diode 
laser-to-t'lectric converter ts be promising. Research recommendations highlighted 
these options. 
7) Studies of a smaller HLLV found the nonrecurring cost reductions attainable by 
reducing payload capability from 020 tonnes to 120 tonnes to be highly attractive. 
The small HLLV was recommended as an SPS reference system. 
